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2) Abstract
Purpose
Single-incision laparoscopic surgery (SILS) provides more cosmetic benefits than
conventional laparoscopic surgery but presents operational difficulties. To overcome
this technical problem, we have developed a locally operated master-slave robot system
that provides operability and a visual field similar to conventional laparoscopic surgery.
Methods
A surgeon grasps the master device with the left hand, which is placed above an
abdominal wall, and holds a normal instrument with the right hand. A laparoscope, a
slave robot, and the right-sided instrument are inserted through one incision. The slave
robot is bent in the body cavity and its length, pose, and tip angle are changed by
manipulating the master device; thus the surgeon has almost the same operability as
with normal laparoscopic surgery.
To evaluate our proposed system, we conducted a basic task and an ex vivo experiment.
Results
In basic task experiments, the average object-passing task time was 9.50 sec (SILS
cross), 22.25 sec (SILS parallel), and 7.23 sec (Proposed SILS). The average number of
instrument collisions was 3.67 (SILS cross), 14 (SILS parallel), and 0.33 (Proposed
SILS). In the ex vivo experiment, we confirmed the applicability of our system for
single-port laparoscopic cholecystectomy.
Conclusion
We demonstrated that our proposed robot system is useful for single-incision
laparoscopic surgery.
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4) Main text
a) Introduction
Laparoscopic surgery in which surgical instruments and a laparoscope are put
through multiple incisions has been used for various operations because of its
numerous benefits like smaller scars, less pain, and shorter hospitalization than open
surgery. To reduce the number of scars and lessen scar pain, single-incision
laparoscopic surgery (SILS), which requires only a single incision, has been
developed. This method is more cosmetic than laparoscopic surgery and is called
“scarless surgery” since the scar is hidden if the incision is made at an umbilicus (1,
2). However, SILS presents technical problems due to its single opening, such as a
narrow area, internal and external interference between the instruments, and
field-of-view issues. SILS is thus more difficult than multi-incision surgery, and the
surgeons’ burden is increased (3-5). Equipment for ports and instruments has been
improved over the last 7 years, and the constraints in ergonomics of and
technologies for SILS have been partially resolved (6).
Recently, several surgical robot systems have been developed to address the
problems in SILS, and the da Vinci Surgical System (Intuitive Surgical Inc.) is an
especially good example. The da Vinci system has been used worldwide in many
fields such as urology, gastroenterology, and gynecology (7-13) because this robot
offers a 3D visual field, precise manipulation, and hand-movement cancellation (14).
Although the da Vinci is becoming a common surgical robot, there are some
problems: collisions of arm robots, lack of space, a lengthy setup time, and high cost
for introduction and maintenance (15-17). Moreover, it takes a long time for skilled
surgeons to learn the operation of the robot (18).
As an alternative, the bimanual robot system (SPRINT surgical platform) proposed
by Piccigallo et al. (19) from Pisa University is a master-slave platform designed for
bimanual interventions through a single port. SPRINT is assembled in vivo and
surgeons are able to control a slave robot in a master-slave configuration through a
dedicated console. Instrument collisions outside of the body like those that occur
with the da Vinci system do not occur because the two slave arms move inside the
body cavity. In the master-slave surgical robot system for SILS, developed by
Kobayashi et al. from Waseda University (20), surgical instruments and a camera are
gathered together in one pipe. Surgeons can resect the tissues without instrument
collisions by controlling its master manipulators. Our research group also has
developed a master-slave robot system with which surgeons can conduct SILS as if
they were performing conventional laparoscopic (multi-incision) surgery (21). This

system provides surgeons more efficient and intuitive operation than does
conventional SILS, although it does have problems such as instrument collisions. In
these robot systems, the operator uses a PHANTOM or dedicated device to control
the slave robot, and so surgeons have to learn these manipulations from scratch. The
robot systems also have the potential to injure the body due to machine trouble
because in remote operation the surgeons do not stand at the side of the patient and
cannot touch the tissues directly. In particular, SPRINT has a risk of electric shock
since DC motors mounted in the slave arms are used inside the body cavity. The
surgical robotic manipulator designed by Natali et al. from Vanderbilt University
(22) employs internal and external magnets to control robotic arms inside the cavity,
which were inserted via a single incision through an abdominal wall. However, this
robotic manipulator could cause internal bleeding of the abdominal wall and is not
minimally invasive.
In order to overcome the problems in SILS using an approach differing from the
above studies, we proposed and developed a locally operated master-slave robot
system which provides operability and a visual field similar to conventional
laparoscopic surgery. We evaluated our proposed system by conducting a basic
object-moving task and an ex vivo experiment using a porcine liver.
b) Material and Methods
Locally operated master-slave robot system
・System overview
As seen in Figure 1 (a), our proposed system is configured with a master device, a
slave robot, and a control PC. A surgeon uses the master device, which is placed
“above” an abdominal wall of the patient and typically set at an appropriate position
using the conventional passive holder mounted on the surgical table. The slave robot,
which is controlled by the master device, is inserted from a single incision and set
under the master device through the abdominal wall.
When using our system to perform SILS, the operating surgeon holds a commercial
forceps with the right hand while manipulating the master device with the left hand.
A laparoscope, the right hand forceps, and the slave robot are all put through one
incision. The length, pose, and tip opening and closing of the “slave” robotic
instrument can be controlled by manipulating the “master” input instrument. These
two instruments thus behave as if they were one normal instrument.

Fig. 1
Novel locally operated master-slave robot system for SILS. (a) Real robot system.
(b) System concept.
・Master device
The master device, as illustrated in Figure 1 (b), has five DOF motion, the same as
the usual forceps, specifically extension and contraction (EC) along the longitudinal
axis, spherical motion (Yaw and Pitch) around the set point, rotation (Roll) around
the longitudinal axis, and grip opening and closing (OC). These motions are
measured in real-time with the following five sensors equipped with the master
device: a rotary potentiometer, a linear potentiometer, an acceleration sensor, a gyro
sensor, and a geomagnetic sensor. Notice, however, that the master device does
NOT pass through the abdominal wall, which means that there are gaps between
them (see Figure 1 (a)).
・Slave robot
The slave robot has the same five DOF as the master device achieved by using a
wire-driven mechanism with five external DC motors (Figures 1 (b) and 2 (a)) and
consists of a passive arm and an active robotic instrument. The tip of the arm is
fixed to a passive holding arm placed across the operating table. The slave arm has
an articulated mechanism in which a couple of articulations bend up to 90 degrees,
and can convert from straight to bent when the wire is pulled as indicated in Figure

2 (b); it is straight when passing through the port and bent when in operation. The
other end of the arm is connected to the robotic instrument through two silicon
rubber plates that are supposed to achieve 60 degrees of bending angle. In the slave
performance experiment with the arm bent, the 10mm-diameter instrument extended
and contracted 36.5 mm and bent 28 degrees in the pitch direction and 20 degrees in
the yaw direction. It rotated ±180 degrees around the axis and opened and closed
continuously. The positioning accuracy of the instrument was 1.1 mm in the pitch
direction and 1.01 mm in the yaw direction.

Fig. 2
Flexible slave robot. (a) Slave overview. (b) State changes of the robot.
Evaluation of the locally operated master-slave robot system
・Basic object-moving task
As a basic task to indicate the feasibility of our system, we conducted an
object-moving task (23) for three surgeons (Surgeons A, B, and C). Our purpose in
this study is to perform SILS more easily, thus we prepared the following three
operating conditions: (I) conventional SILS with the instruments crossed, (II)
conventional SILS with the instruments parallel, and (III) the proposed SILS using
our robot system (Figure 3 (a)). There are the usual two straight forceps in operating
conditions (I) and (II), both instruments are inserted into a single port and crossed in
operating condition (I); two instruments pass through one port and are used in
parallel in operating condition (II). In operating condition (III), we use our robot
system as the left-side instrument and normal forceps as the right-side instrument.
There is a peg board in front of the single incision in a box trainer, and three circular

objects are placed on the left-side pegs of the board (Figure 3 (b)). An operator must
lift each object from the left pegs with the left instrument in the laparoscopic view,
transfer it to the right side instrument in the laparoscopic view, and place it on a
right-side peg. The operator moves a series of objects three times in total for one
trial. We recorded the switching time and number of collisions, and compared them
among the three conditions. We defined the starting time of the object passing as the
time when the right-side instrument approaches the object and opens its tip while the
left-side instrument is grasping the object, and the ending time as the time when the
left-side instrument releases the object while the right-side instrument is catching
the object. Three surgeons conducted three trials each under the three operating
conditions and subjectively evaluated each case. Their general experience, including
surgical experience in all cases, in laparoscopic surgery, and in single-incision
laparoscopic surgery, of the three surgeons is presented in Table 1.

Fig. 3
Setup for the object-moving task. (a) Experiment overview. (b) Task board. (c)
Laparoscopic views under three operating conditions: (i) conventional SILS (cross),
(ii) conventional SILS (parallel), and (iii) proposed SILS.
Table 1
Surgical experience of surgeons
Surgeon
ID
A
B
C

Experience
(years)

Experience
(number of
cases)

Experience in
laparoscopic surgery
(number of cases)

Experience in
SILS (number of
cases)

6
7
8

582
255
450

100
50
30

2
5
0

・Ex vivo experiment using a porcine liver
In this study, we consider that cholecystectomy, which is mostly conducted by using
the multi-port method, is one of the surgeries our proposed system targets. Hence,
we confirmed the validity of our system for single-port laparoscopic
cholecystectomies by conducting an ex vivo experiment using a porcine liver. At the
start of the experiment, the master device, the slave robot, and the laparoscope were
set on the surgical table. A porcine liver with a gallbladder was fixed on a board in
the box trainer, and the cystic duct was clipped in advance as indicated in Figure 4
(a). The master device was placed slightly above the box. The operator manipulated
the master device with the left hand and normal resection forceps with the right hand
while watching the laparoscopic view on a monitor, and separated the gallbladder
from the liver (Figure 4 (b)). The slave robot, the right-hand instrument, and the
laparoscope were all put through one incision. The operator provided a subjective
evaluation after this experiment.

Fig. 4
Ex vivo cholecystectomy using our proposed system. (a) System setup. (b) Side
view of master-slave system. (c) Laparoscopic view of the slave robot grasping the
gallbladder.
c) Results and Discussion
Results
・Basic object-moving tasks
The average switching time and number of instrument collisions in the
object-moving task for each surgeon under the three operation conditions are
indicated in Figures 5 (a) and (b).
The average switching time and standard deviation for each operating condition of
Surgeon A were 11.65 ± 14.97 sec (SILS cross), 21.64 ± 33.85 sec (SILS parallel),
and 7.03 ± 2.49 sec (Robot); those of Surgeon B were 6.82 ± 4.51 sec (SILS cross),

13.82 ± 29.40 sec (SILS parallel), and 8.48 ± 3.58 sec (Robot); and those of Surgeon
C were 10.04 ± 5.07 sec (SILS cross), 35.82 ± 34.66 sec (SILS parallel), and 6.48 ±
2.25 sec (Robot). The number of collisions for each operating condition of Surgeon
A was 7 (SILS cross), 15 (SILS parallel), and 0 (Robot); those of Surgeon B were 3
(SILS cross), 9 (SILS parallel), and 1 (Robot); and those of Surgeon C were 1 (SILS
cross), 18 (SILS parallel), and 0 (Robot).
From these data, the average switching time and standard deviation of all surgeons
in the three operating conditions were 9.50 ± 9.70 sec (SILS cross), 22.25 ± 33.57
sec (SILS parallel), and 7.23 ± 2.87 sec (Robot). The average number of collisions
between the instruments in the box during the task of all surgeons was 3.67 (SILS
cross), 14 (SILS parallel), and 0.33 (Robot). The instrument and the laparoscope
collided outside of the box all the time under conventional SILS operating
conditions, although the master device did not conflict with the laparoscope or the
other instrument when our proposed robot system was used. Laparoscopic views
under the three operating conditions are presented in Figure 3 (c).
・Ex vivo experiment using a porcine liver
The operator separated the gallbladder from the liver while grasping it using the
slave robot by controlling the master device with the left hand and manipulating the
resection forceps with the right hand (Figure 4 (c)). There was no interference
between the instruments as in the case with the basic task experiment.

Fig. 5
Results of the object-moving task for three surgeons under three operating
conditions. (a) Average switching time. (b) Number of instrument collisions.

Discussion
In the results of the object-moving task, the switching time for SILS using our robot
system was shorter than that for conventional SILS operating conditions, most
notably with the instruments in a parallel state. The same is true for the variation in
the task time. We consider that this was due to a shift to the left of the pivot position
of the left-side robotic instrument in the proposed operating condition while the
forceps for conventional SILS operations were close to each other (Figures 3 (c)-(i),
(ii)). Thus, there were fewer collisions between instruments in the operating
condition using the robot system than under the other conditions, and the surgeons
could operate the system stably. Furthermore, the laparoscopic view in the proposed
SILS was similar to that of usual laparoscopic surgery because the robotic
instrument approached from the left side as seen in Figure 3 (c)-(iii), whereas the
two instruments approached from the same direction in conventional SILS
operations; it was unlike other SILS views since the location relationship of the two
instruments differed. For this reason, we considered that our proposed SILS had
fewer instrument collisions. The surgeons felt more stress in the normal SILS
operations since instruments collided often; they felt little stress in the proposed
operating condition. They thought that the system had adequate tracking
performance and operability and that the laparoscopic view in the proposed SILS
was close to that in normal multi-incision surgery. The subjective evaluations
indicated that the surgeons’ burden was drastically reduced by using our robot
system compared to conventional SILS.
In the ex vivo experiment, the slave robot grasped and pulled the gallbladder
without any problems like collisions between the instruments. This demonstrated
that our robot system had a sufficient workspace and grasping force to perform
single-port laparoscope cholecystectomies. As indicated in Figure 4 (c), we found
that our robot system had a laparoscopic view similar to multi-port surgery and
would provide a surgical environment close to that of normal laparoscopic surgery.
A subjective evaluation revealed that the operator conducted the procedure with less
stress and more easily than with conventional SILS. The operator also felt that the
laparoscopic view was similar to that in usual laparoscopic surgery and that it felt
like performing laparoscopic surgery even though there was only one port.
Therefore, surgeons using our proposed master-slave robot system could conduct
“single-incision” laparoscopic surgery more comfortably, efficiently, and stably with
fewer collisions while observing almost the same laparoscope view as conventional

“multi-incision” surgery.
These evaluation results mean that our proposed system provides the surgeon a
feeling of maneuvering like that with a normal instrument inserted through another
virtual incision (i.e., as if there were two ports) although physically there is only one
port in the abdominal wall. Moreover, the surgeon has a similar field of view as
when performing normal laparoscopic surgery since the robotic arm is cranked and
the robotic instrument is straight, not flexed. Therefore, our proposed system
provides surgeons operability similar to conventional laparoscopic surgery to make
maximum use of their laparoscopic techniques and the decreased number of
instrument collisions compared with regular SILS.
In our proposed system, surgeons can operate SILS using their past experience in
normal laparoscopic surgery rather than with operations specific to robots and do
not have to spend a lot of time practicing. Our master-slave robot is thus not a robot
to which humans must adjust but rather “a robot tailored to humans (surgeons)”.
Even surgeons who have no skill in SILS can perform single-incision laparoscopic
surgery by using our proposed system if they have laparoscopic skills. Furthermore,
when a surgeon uses our robot system as a one-sided (left-side) instrument, we think
that both surgeons and patients can derive a sense of safety from the surgeon
touching tissues directly using the other instrument (right-side instrument); in
contrast, only the robot directly touches tissues in surgical robot systems like
bimanual robots (19) and all-in-one robots (20). Furthermore, our master-slave robot
is compact and light, making it usable even in a narrow space. Surgeons are able to
respond immediately to emergency situations like sudden bleeding because they
operate the system in front of the patient locally. Our proposed locally operated
robot system can therefore be expected to reduce the burden of surgeons and make
SILS more comfortable for both patients and surgeons.
However, our robot system still has performance problems, and we need to expand
the workspace and to improve the positional accuracy and tracking performance of
the slave robot to further validate our proposal. In this paper we focused on the
robot for supporting single-port laparoscopic cholecystectomy. We plan to expand
our proposed system to other surgeries (not only SILS but also conventional
multi-port surgery) in our future work. Our proposed locally operated system can
increase the number of ports virtually like when a single port is changed to two ports
when SILS is employed and enables surgeons to perform in operating areas where
they previously could not. In thoracoscopic surgery, the position of the openings is
limited due to anatomy, for example surgeons have to insert the surgical instruments

between costae. When using our robot system in this case, surgeons could decide the
appropriate port position for ease of use, and the quality of surgeries should be
improved. Hence we need to further improve our robot system according to the
objectives of surgeries.
We are planning to add another master-slave robot system for the “right” hand (24)
and to evaluate the robot system with in vivo experiments. Surgeons should be able
to operate SILS with “the same” surgical techniques as normal multi-port surgery by
using our robot system for both hand instruments.
d) Conclusions
We have developed a novel master-slave robot system for the “left” hand that
enables surgeons to perform SILS with the operability and visual field similar to
regular laparoscopic surgery. In order to evaluate the feasibility and validity of our
system, we conducted a basic object-moving task and an ex vivo experiment. We
confirmed that the proposed system was useful for SILS, providing a shorter
switching time, stable operation, fewer instrument collisions, and reduced stress.
Moreover, this study demonstrated the suitability of our proposed system for
single-port laparoscopic cholecystectomies.
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